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Breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed malignancy and the leading cause of cancer death 
among women worldwide. The aim of this study is to determine the epidemiological characteristics of 
breast cancer in Morocco.this is a descriptive retrospective study of breast cancer cases diagnosed and 
treated at Al Azhar Oncology Center in Rabat between 2005 and 2015.during the period of study, there 
were 2282 cases diagnosed with breast cancer; 98% of them were women and 2% were men. The 
average age of patients was 49.6 ± 11.5 years. Breast cancer affects patients in the age group 40-59 
years old with 65% of the cases being female and 47% of the cases being male. The cancer was stage I 
for 99 patients (14.2%) and stage II for 369 patients (42.8%). In addition, we recorded 75% of patients 
who had a unique metastasis against 25% who had multiple metastasis.A total of 102 deaths were 
recorded. breast cancer deaths are predominant in the 40-59 age group with 59 cases (57.8%). Our 
results showed that breast cancer is an influential factor in the causes of premature death, which 
represents 1681 potential years of lost lives.Prevention, early detection, diagnosis and treatment are 
essential ways to reduce the rate of this pathology 
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INTRODUCTION 

Worldwide, cancer is one of the leading 
causes of morbidity and mortality (World Cancer 
Report 2014, IARC.) In 2012, there were 8.2 
million deaths related to the disease of which 3.5 
million are women; 14 million new cases including 
6.6 million women and 32.4 million cases prevail 
over 5 years including 17.1 million women (World 
Cancer Report 2014, IARC.) More than half of all 
cancers (56.8%) and cancer deaths (64.9%) in 
2012 were in the least developed regions of the 
world (World Cancer Report 2014, IARC.) 

In Morocco, cancers are a real public health 
problem. It is the second leading cause of death 
(13.6%) after diseases of the circulatory system 
(20.4%) (de la Santé  et al., 2015) A standardized 
mortality rate at age is estimated at 78.4 per 

100,000 according to Globocan 2012 (Registre 
des cancers de la région du Grand Casablanca, 
Année 2005,2006, 2012) which is different from 
the rate reported by the RCGC between the year 
2008 and 2012, whose mortality rate for the 
different types of cancer is estimated at 40%. 
100,000 (Jemal et al., 2011) 

Breast cancer is the first cancer among 
women in Europe or the United States [5-6] and it 
is the second cancer after cervical cancer among 
women in sub-Saharan Africa. Its incidence is 
estimated between 15 and 53 per 100,000 women 
with wide variations depending on the region, for 
example in Bamako (Mali) it has been estimated 
at 20/100 000 (IARC) : GLOBOCAN, 2002 
database. (IARC) : GLOBOCAN, 2002 database. 
and Murray, 2006). The different assessments 
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favor a lower incidence than that observed for 
European or North American women(IARC) : 
GLOBOCAN, 2002 database. and Murray, 2006). 

In Morocco, it accounts for 20% of registered 
cases by considering both sexes and 35.8% of 
cases recorded among women (Jemal et al ., 
2011).The standardized rate of breast cancer 
incidence in the global population has increased 
from 39.9 per 100,000 in 2007 to 49.5 per 
100,000 in 2012 according to the RCGC (Jemal et 
al ., 2011 and , Jemal et al ., 2005) Breast cancer 
remains the leading cause of cancer death among 
Moroccan women, responsible for more than 
2,878 annual deaths, or a standardized mortality 
rate at age estimated at 18 per 100,000 in 2012 
(Registre des cancers de la région du Grand 
Casablanca, Année 2005, 2006 et 2007 ; Edition 
2012). The present study consists of mapping the 
epidemiological profile of breast cancer cases 
hospitalized at  Al Azharer Oncology Center in 
Rabat, Morocco. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This is a retrospective epidemiological study 
that took place at  Al Azhar Oncology Center over 
a period of 11 years, from January 2005 until 
December 2015.This center was founded in July 
1994, it includes several units: chemotherapy, 
brachytherapy, surgery, ira-therapy and bone 
marrow transplant. A record is created for each 
patient and contains the location of the tumor, its 
nature, the protocol and the treatment monitoring. 
The variables we looked at in our study were sex, 
age onset of treatment, the evolution (death or 
non-death), as well as the date and age of death. 
It should be noted that patients whose deaths are 
not reported in the records may be either alive or 
lost to follow-up. 

The statistical analysis of the data was carried 
out using the SPSS software and the statistical 
methodology was based on: 
1-Descriptive analysis that consists of extricating 
the frequencies and the characteristics of each 
parameter studied. Results are expressed as 
gross values for categorical variables (sex, year, 
age group, evolution) and averages ± standard 
deviation for quantitative variables. 
2-Analytical statistics: based on association tests 
such as the Khi2 test which measures the 
difference between the frequencies observed and 
the theoretical frequencies.  We also used the 
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), which 
estimates the intergroup variation with respect to 
intra-group variation. 

In this study, the indicator in Potential Years 
of Lost Lives was calculated. PYLL is a measure 
of the impact of illness and/or health problems in a 
society, showing losses which are mainly due to 
the death of young or premature persons 7. 

PYLL is the numbers of years that a subject 
dies prematurely before an age limit. The choice 
of the age limit at 65 corresponds to the threshold 
used by the WHO for international comparisons. 
Therefore, the calculation of PYLL is excluded for 
4: 

-All deaths occurring after the age of 65.  
-Infant deaths of less than one year because 

they are due to specific causes and often have a 
different etiology than deaths at a later age. 

PYLL = ∑[(L − ai)]  × di

L

i=1

 

1-(id): is the number of the deaths in each age 
group  
2- (ai): center of age class I  
3-L: the upper age limit of the study 
 
RESULTS  

During the study period, a total of 2282 cases 
of breast cancer were collected, an annual 
average of 207 cases per year, which represents 
29% of all registered cancers compared to other 
types of cancers collected. The temporal 
distribution of breast cancer cases and specific 
lethality is shown in Figure 1. The results of this 
figure show two distinct phases. The first phase 
from 2005 to 2010 where the temporal distribution 
of cases and specific lethality are progressive, the 
second phase from 2011 to 2015 where the 
distribution of cases and specific lethality are in 
regression. 

 

 
Figure 1: Yearly distribution of new cases and 

specific lethalithy of brest cancer. 
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 The average age of patients was 49.6 ± 11.5 
years. Breast cancer affects patients in the age 
group 40-59 years old with 65% of the cases 
being female and 47% of the cases being male 
followed by the age group ≥ 60 with 33% among 
males and 18 % among females then in class 30-
39 with 14% of cases and 13% of cases 
respectively in females and males (Figure 2). 
These results show that breast cancer 
preferentially affects the population of 40 and over 
with a frequency of 83% of cases (Figure 2). 

 
 

Figure 2: Distribution of cases by age group. 
 
Women are the most represented 98% of the 

cases, a sex ratio (M / F) of 0.02. Regarding the 
female population, we found an average age of 
49.6 ± 11.34 years with variations of 15 years and 
88 years. Among men, the mean age was 51.5 ± 
15.4 years with extremes ranging from 3 years to 
80 years (Figure 3). The difference between the 
two sexes is insignificant (F = 0.046, P = 0.830). 
Women and men have mammary gland cancer at 
almost the same age, according to our results. 
 

Figure 3: Distribution of patients by sex. 
The cancer was stage I for 99 patients 

(14.2%) and stage II for 369 patients (42.8%). 
Only 499 patients (6.4%) were at stage IV and the 
stage III was not determined for 78 patients 
(10.8%). Hormone therapy was performed among 
27% of patients, surgery among 24% of patients 
and chemotherapy among 18% of patients (Figure 
4). In addition, we recorded 75% (n = 900) of 
patients who had a unique metastasis against 
25% (n = 300) who had multiple metastasis. 

 
Figure 4: Breakdown of Breast Cancer Cases 

by Type of Treatment. 
With respect to the distribution of patients by 

family history, we found that more than half of the 
cases did not have a history, 64%. 
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Figure 5: Distribution of patients by family 

history Breast Cancer. 
Table 1 describes the location of the tumor. It 

was specified at 2014 patients (88%). The left 
side was the most concerned with 50% (n = 
1134). Seat relative to quadrants was reported in 
307 patients, or 14.67%. QSE (Superexternal 
Quadrant) accounted for 49.51%. 
Table 1: Distribution of cases according to the 

localization. 

Localization 
Right 
breast 

Left 
breast 

Bilateral 

External Super 
Quadrant 

32 95 - 

Super-inner 
quadrant 

18 26 - 

Inferior-internal 
quadrant 

8 7 - 

Infero-external 
quadrant 

17 6 - 

union of the 
upper quadrants 

5 3 - 

union of the 
lower quadrants 

3 2 - 

union of the 
external quadrants 

4 3 - 

union of the 
internal quadrants 

2 1 - 

Retromammillated 10 3 - 

Unknow 1000 1014 20 

Total 1099 1134 20 

% 48 50 2 

Table 2 describes the distribution of deaths 
and specific lethality by age group and the 
distribution of potential years of lost lives. During 
the period 2005 -2015, a total of 102 deaths were 
recorded. Breast cancer deaths are predominant 
in the 40-59 age group with 59 cases (57.8%) of 
all deaths from breast cancer), followed by age 
groups 60+ and  30-39. who respectively reported 
23 cases (22.5%) and 16 deaths (15.7%) . 

The fatality rate distribution assigns the 
highest rate of 22% to the age group of 15-19 
year olds, followed by the age groups 30-39 and 
60 years and over with a rate of 5.7 % and 5.3% 
(Table 2). 
Table II : The distribution of death cases, 
specific lethality according to age groups and 
potential years of lost life  

 
Number 
ofdeath 

Lethality PYLL 

Age group(Years)    

[0-15[ -   

[15-20[ 1 0.04 48 

[20-30[ 2 0.09 79 

[30-40[ 14 0.61 413 

[40-60[ 57 2.5 855 

≥ 60 22 0.96 143 

Total 96 4.2 1538 

Male    

[0-15[ -   

[15-20[ 1 0.04 48 

[20-30[ -   

[30-40[ 2 0.09 59 

[40-60[ 2 0.09 30 

≥ 60 1 0.04 7 

Total 6 0.26 143 

Potential years of lost lives were derived from 
the number of deaths in the age group compared 
to the general population under 65 years of age 
(Table III). So the PYLL is 21.3 per 100 
inhabitants for all victims who have suffered this 
pathology. Breast cancer is an influential factor in 
the causes of premature death, which represents 
1681 potential years of lost lives. 
 
DISCUSSION 

Today, the surge in breast cancer worldwide 
is a major public health problem. 

It is the first most frequently diagnosed cancer 
in the world and the first cancer of the woman. 
Each year 1.7 million women are diagnosed with 
breast cancer in 2012 (Traoré et al., 2010) 

Since the latest estimates for 2008, the 
incidence has increased by more than 20% and 
mortality by 14%. Breast cancer is the most 
common cause of cancer death among women 
(522,000 deaths) (Traoré et al., 2010) 

Although the incidence is increasing in most 
parts of the world, there are huge inequalities 
between developed and developing countries. 

In Western Europe, for example, the 
incidence of breast cancer is over 90 new cases 
per 100,000 women per year compared to 30 per 
100,000 women in East Africa. On the other hand, 
mortality rates in these two regions are almost 
identical to about 15 per 100,000 women, 
indicating late diagnosis and much worse survival 
in East Africa (Traoré et al ., 2012) 

In our study, we collected 2282 cases of 
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diagnosed breast cancer, an average frequency of 
207 cases per year. This frequency is high 
compared to that found by Zaki and al in Niger, 
which was 64.5 cases per year [Zaki et al.,2013)], 
Darré and al in Togo found 22.5 cases per year 
(Darré et al.,2013) 

In our study, women accounted for 98% of 
cases, a sex ratio (M / F) of 0.02. This result is 
identical with other works( Engbang et al .,2015). 
These figures are lower than those of Zaki and al 
in Niger, 0.03 (Zaki et al.,2013 Zaki). Breast 
cancer is the first female cancer in the 
industrialized countries of Western Europe and 
North America (Fédération nationale des centres 
de lutte contre le cancer 2001 and Radesa,1979). 

The etiology of breast cancer is poorly 
understood, however several risk factors have 
been linked to hormonal factors, social and 
personal and family history (Abdallah et al .,2007). 
According to our study, the notion of family history 
of breast cancer was found at 36% of patients. 

The average age of onset of breast cancer in 
our sample was 49.6 ± 11.5 years. In the female 
population, the average age was 49.6 ± 11.34 
years. Similar results have been reported in the 
literature [Slimani et al.,2016]. 

In contrast, for men, the mean age was 51.5 ± 
15.4 years. These results contrast those recorded 
by other authors (Slimani et al.,2016) where the 
average age was 61 years. 

Moreover, in Africa, the increase of hypatic 
diseases in men after the age of  60, leading to 
an hyperestrogenism , is a factor in the 
appearance of this cancer (Kidmas et al.,2005). 

Of the 2282 cases specified, the left side was 
the most affected with 50%, followed by the right 
side, 48% and 2% bilateral. In general, the 
involvement of the left breast has been 
predominant compared to the right breast 
according to several authors Dem et al.,2006 and 
Lansac et al.,2012). However, some publications 
have reported a predominance of the right side 
(Darré  et al.,2014 and Sano et al .,1998). 

In fact, breast cancer is a serious and deadly 
disease with 15 to 20% of all cancer deaths and 2 
to 5% of all deaths in developed countries. Its 
prognosis is severe with 35% survival at 5 years 
(Grogan G MAC,2003). According to our results, 
we recorded a death rate of around 2%. 

CONCLUSION 
Breast cancer remains a common pathology, 

characterized by a much larger attack of the 
female sex. Early diagnosis remains the most 
effective way to reduce the expected risks. 
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